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This project focuses on transportation and urban planning design located at Arrowhead Center in
Spanish Fork, Utah. Design is dependent upon the new residential developments planned for the
four parcels of land provided for the project. Based on this information, Trip Generation Manuals
provided by the Institute of Transportation Engineering (ITE), and growth rates for the area were
used to project traffic patterns according to the Utah Department of Transportation’s (UDOT)
Traffic Impact Study Guidelines. This information was used to produce a traffic impact study as
required by the city of Spanish Fork to support an application for a Master Plan, PUD or
Redevelopment Plan.
To create the traffic impact study, traffic counts were performed at five intersections surrounding
the property during weekday peak hours from 7 to 9 am and 4 to 6 pm to satisfy Spanish Fork city
requirements. Volumes were projected using information from the ITE Trip Generation Manuals,
and modeled in Synchro traffic modeling software. Recommendations and discussion for
intersection and/or roadway changes were determined with corresponding Level of Service
(LOS) analysis. During this process, the project team consulted with the project manager, Joshua
Gibbons, and BYU transportation engineering professor, Dr. Grant Schultz.
All traffic counts for five major intersections surrounding the parcels had been conducted by
March 1st, 2018 and the corresponding peak hour factors (PHF) and growth rates have been
calculated. A Synchro model for the roadways surrounding the parcels was created, and contains
the traffic volumes, PHFs, and growth rate values inserted into it for current and projected
conditions. The Traffic Impact Study has been created by GSM Engineers, which includes the
results of the Synchro model.
The following information is contained in this final report: a figure containing a representation of
the Synchro model with pertinent roadways and intersections, traffic count data, PHF values, and
growth rates, and a traffic impact study.
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Introduction
This project focuses on transportation and urban planning design located at Arrowhead Center in
Spanish Fork, Utah. Design is dependent upon the new residential developments planned for the
four parcels of land provided for the project. Based on this information, Trip Generation Manuals
provided by the Institute of Transportation Engineering (ITE), and growth rates for the area were
used to project traffic patterns according to the Utah Department of Transportation’s (UDOT)
Traffic Impact Study Guidelines. This information was used to produce a Traffic Impact Study
as required by the city of Spanish Fork to support an application for a Master Plan, PUD or
Redevelopment Plan.
To create the Traffic Impact Study, traffic counts were performed at five intersections
surrounding the property during weekday peak hours from 7 to 9 am and 4 to 6 pm to satisfy
Spanish Fork City requirements. Volumes were projected using information from the ITE Trip
Generation Manuals, and modeled in Synchro traffic modeling software. Recommendations and
discussion for intersection and/or roadway changes were determined with corresponding Level
of Service (LOS) analysis. During this process, the project team consulted with the project
manager, Joshua Gibbons, and BYU transportation engineering professor, Dr. Grant Schultz.
The following information is contained in this progress report: a figure containing a
representation of the Synchro model with pertinent roadways and intersections, traffic count
data, PHF values, growth rates, and a traffic impact study.
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Schedule
Our original schedule, shown in Table 1, created for the project proposal differs from the actual schedule
due to a few minor setbacks.

Table 1. Original estimated schedule timeline from project proposal.

The original schedule has been updated to represent the actual timeline for the project. These
changes are reflected in Table 2.
Table 2. Updated schedule timeline for project.
Dates
Task
1/8/2018
Kickoff Team Meeting
1/8/2018
Identify Locations for Traffic Counts
1/26/2018
January Status Report Complete
1/29/2018
Begin Synchro Model Set up
2/17/2018
Begin Traffic Impact Study Draft
2/26/2018
February Status Report Complete
3/1/2018
All Traffic Counts Complete
3/5/2018
50% Design Report Complete
4/10/2018
Finish Traffic Impact Study/Modeling
4/12/2018
Finish Poster
4/12/2018
Presentation in class, booth presentation
4/12/2018
Presentation to sponsor
4/18/2018
Submit final report, hours, evaluations
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Assumptions & Limitations
One of the limitations encountered was in conducting traffic counts. There were more
intersections that needed to be counted than team members to conduct the counts, and only one
of the team members was able to count the AM peak hours due to schedule conflicts. To
overcome this limitation, the team recruited several people including friends and family to assist
the team members in doing the traffic counts. Even with this assistance, counts were taken at
different times, which made the volumes between intersections uneven. Appropriate adjustments
were made in order to allow the Synchro model to function smoothly.
One assumption made was that the PM peak hour traffic counts would always be higher than the
AM or vice versa. We assumed that if we found that one of them was always higher than the
other, we would only need to do PM counting or only AM counting. After comparing the
Arrowhead and Main Street intersection and the Calpac and Arrowhead intersection, it was
concluded that sometimes the AM traffic counts were greater and sometimes the PM traffic was
greater. We disregarded our original assumption and proceeded to collect traffic count data at
every intersection for both AM and PM hours. Because the traffic was greater for the larger
intersection in the morning, an AM peak hour was selected.
The BYU Civil Engineering 201 class came up with three different scenarios for land use that
they wanted the team to model using Synchro. Another capstone group also sent us a site plan to
model in Synchro. An original assumption made was that we would model all three scenarios in
Synchro Software. Due to time limitations and quantity of work, the team decided to model the
plan provided by Fritzi Realty. Trip generation numbers are provided for one other scenario
received in the Traffic Impact Study.
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Design, Analysis & Results
Using Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) data provided by UDOT, the following growth
rates were calculated for major roadways surrounding the project:
Table 3: Growth Rates
Roadway

Arrowhead
Trail Rd/164

Growth Rate

5.35%

N Main
Mid Main St/ S Main St/State
St/State Rd/198 State Rd/198
Rd/198
1.80%

-2.32%

-1.32%

E Woodland
Hills Dr
-3.72%

Because the nature of the project will increase the traffic in the area, a positive growth rate is
necessary. The team calculated and applied a growth rate of 3.6% by averaging the two positive growth
rates.

According to the City of Spanish Fork TransPlan40, by 2024 South State Road (SR-198) is going to be
widened from 2 lanes to 4 lanes between the intersections of Main Street and Woodland Hills Drive. The
Synchro Model for future traffic conditions in 2027 was modified with the assumption that the lane
widening will be completed by 2027 in accordance with projected pavement design found in TransPlan40.
The Synchro Models for current and future conditions were developed from the site plan sent by Fritzi
Realty. Signal Timing for the intersections involved in the project were obtained from UDOT and input
into the models. Reports for the analysis of current, future 2020, and 2027 traffic volumes were
developed by Synchro and are included in appendix of the traffic impact study.
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Lessons Learned
One of the biggest challenges encountered during this project was coordinating traffic counts.
Due to the small windows of viable traffic data collection hours, only one member of the team
was able to conduct the AM traffic counts. Because only one team member did all five
intersection traffic counts, this delayed and altered the original schedule provided in the
proposal. The counts were finished by March 1st, 2018, and other necessary tasks were
completed or started in the meantime, such as the start of the Traffic Impact Study, calculation of
PHFs and growth rates, creation of the Synchro model, and review of trip generation principles.
Other challenges consisted of schedule coordination, deciding which intersections to count, and
learning necessary Synchro software and principles for the creation of a Traffic Impact Study.
Challenges were all resolved with the help of a graduate mentor taking time during our
bi-weekly meetings to teach us what we needed to know and answer any questions.
One of the most important challenges the team faced was involved with Synchro Modeling. The
team originally was planning to model current and future conditions for each of the site plans.
Three site plans were sent: one from BYU Engineering 201 Class, one from the Arrowhead
Managing BYU Capstone Team, and one from Fritzi Realty. A final decision was made by GSM
engineers to use the site plan sent from Fritzi Realty to model the current and future traffic
conditions.
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Conclusions
From the results of this project, our team has learned how to set up and use Synchro Software to
model traffic data obtained from traffic counts. Our team has also learned how to calculate peak
hour volumes as well as peak 15 minute volumes in Microsoft Excel. The team has effectively
compared the intersections and determined which intersections had the unacceptable Levels of
Service.
Our team has also gained a lot of insight from the graduate mentor and Dr. Schultz about how to
determine the trip generation using trip generation manuals, as well as other useful resources
online on how to create a formal traffic impact study according to Spanish Fork City
requirements and Utah Department of Transportation guidelines. The graduate mentor also
taught our team how to accurately determine trip distribution and trip assignment in order to find
a good estimate for future traffic.
Our team has learned how to write a formal traffic impact study according to the guidelines set
forth by UDOT with data obtained in accordance with the city of Spanish fork requirements.
Based on the information gathered from Synchro reports, our team has been able to make
recommendations to Fritzi realty in order to provide ideal traffic situations based on land usage.
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Recommendations
Based on the Synchro Modeling LOS reports, two of the intersections, Woodland Hills Drive with
SR-198 and South Mill Road with Arrowhead Trail Road are already failing in 2018. The same two
intersections were also reported to fail in future years (2022 and 2027), as well. In order to improve
these intersections to LOS C, GSM Engineers recommend to Fritzi Realty:
At the intersection of South Mill Road and Arrowhead Trail road, add traffic signals. The modification to
convert it to a signalized intersection will bring the LOS to a C in 2027 without any lane modifications.
At the intersection of Woodland Hills Drive and SR-198, convert the westbound road segment to a
combined through and left turn lane with two right turn pockets. This modification along with increasing
the maximum initial green signal time and increasing the maximum split time for the same approach, will
bring the LOS to a C in 2027.
The intersection of Del Monte Road and Arrowhead Trail road was reported LOS C in 2018 and both
future years so no recommendations are required at this intersection because it will operate at minimum
optimal levels. The intersection of Calpac Avenue and Arrowhead Trail road was reported LOS B in
2018 and future years so no recommendations were required. The intersection of Arrowhead Trail Road
and Main Street is reported LOS B for current and future years so no modifications need to be made.
Two new intersections will be added along SR-198, one three-way intersection and one four-way
intersection. In 2022, the three-way intersection was reported LOS D and the four-way intersection was
reported LOS F. Both intersections were reported LOS F by 2027. To improve these intersections,
modifications adding another lane to the minor approach did not yield an acceptable LOS. Thus, through
and left turn movements should be disallowed, which will bring LOS to a C in 2027.
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Appendix A
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Figure 1. Arrowhead and Main Street Example Traffic Count Excel Sheet
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Figure 2. Aerial view of the project location
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